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INTRODUCTION

The router is probably the most versatile power tools ever invented. Due in no small
part to the incredibly extensive line of bits and accessories that are available, a router
can perform simple tasks, like cut grooves and dados, decoratively shape edges.
When set up with the right jig and bit, a router can cut basic joinery, like dovetails and
finger joints (Fig. 1).

With special bits, routers can cut all sorts of special shapes, like lipped drawer pulls,
classic moldings, and slots for plate joinery biscuits (Fig 2). And fastened to a router
table, a router becomes a sort of mini-shaper, capable of many of the duties that a
shaper does, including raising panels, shaping stair and bar railings, or even creat-
ing traditional style cope-and-stick paneled doors. But as the cartoon and movie
character "Spider Man" once said'. "With great power, comes great responsibility."
In the case of the router, it means that cutting all those impressive shapes and joints
isn't always as easy as just mounting a bit and switching the tool on. lt takes a bit of
understanding (no pun intended), a little study, and a little practice doesn't hurt either,
to get the most from this versatile tool. That's what this booklet is designed to do:
Acquaint you with how to use a router safely and effectively, so you'll get the besf
resu/ts with the least problems.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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SAFE ROUTING PRACTICES

Always Wear Eye And Ear Protection When Routing
At the high speeds a router rotates at, it's all too easy for the spinning bit to throw out
splinters and wood dust with incredible velocity. Hence, it's vital to protect delicate
(and irreplaceable) eyes with a good pair of goggles, a safety face shield or safety
glasses with side protectors. Routers also create a substantial amount of noise, so
it's important to don a pair of sound-attenuating earplugs or earmuffs every time you
run the router.

Always Chech The Router's Switch Before Plugging It ln
Plugging in an router with it's switch accidentally set in the "on" position is like turning
a wildcat loose; the rotational force of the router's motor can send the tool bouncing
across your benchtop and onto the floor. Worse still, trying to grab a runaway router
can result in serious injury if you come in contact with it's whirring bit. Therefore,
always check that the switch is in the "off" position before plugging in the tool's cord
(a prudent practice with any power tool).

Always Use A Firm Grip And Steady SUmce When Routing
A router generates quite a bit of force when it's running, both the centrifugal force
created by the motor and the force of the bit as it's cutting through the wood. Always
adopt a secure grip on both of the router's handles, especially when introducing the
bit into wood for a cut. Keep your legs in a spread stance, and don't over reach when
routing the length of a long plank, or when routing across a wide panel (Fig 3).

Always Wait For The Router Bit Tb Stop Spinning
Before Setting The Router Down

Once you shut off a router, it takes a few seconds for the bit to stop spinning. lt's
important to continue to hold the router securely, and make sure that the spinning bit
is not in contact with the workpiece or benchtop. Set the router down on the bench-
top only after you have made completely sure that the bit has stopped. Figure 3
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Always UnplugThe Router Before Changing Bits
For safety's sake, always disconnect a router's power cord every time you change
bits or make adjustments. This practice will save you considerable pain and grief,
should you accidentally switch the tool on during bit changes and adjustments. To
remind you to plug the cord in afterwards, set the electrical plug somewhere on the
benchtop, in plain sight (Fig 4).

Always Use The Right Extension Cord
Powering a router-or any power tool-far from an electrical outlet requires that it's
cord be plugged into a properly sized extension cord. By choosing a cord with a wire
gauge thick enough to handle the amount of current the tool draws (see the chart,
below right), you'll prevent overheating the wire and tripping a circuit breaker (or
blowing a fuse). Just as important, you'll prevent overheating the tool, which can lead
to motor damage and premature failure.

Neuer Leave A Bit Loose In The Router's CoIIet
When you're done routing for the day, you can leave the last bit you used in the router
(who knows, maybe it'll be the one you need the next time you rout). lf you do, either
retract the bit above the router's subbase, or take care not to set the router down so
that the bit is exposed to damage.

One thing you should never do is leave a bit loose in the router's collet-The next
time you switch the router on, the loose bit can easily fly out, with possibly disastrous
consequences.

Figure 4

Mucimum Extension Cord Lengths

-For 
1 2o-volt Dowertools
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Use Dust Collection Whenwer Possible

Besides being noisy, one of the downsides of the router is all the fine dust and chips
that it throws out during routing. Chips can become a nuisance, not only because
they can pile up on benchtops and shop floors, but because they can get between
a router's subbase and a jig, or between an edge guide and the workpiece, which
in either case can throw things off and ruin the accuracy of your cuts. Fine dust is
another nuisance, since a rapidly rotating bit can throw tiny particles into your face
and eyes, and worst of all, stir up clouds of even finer particles that end up in your
nose and lungs.

The best way to reduce the amount of fine-wood waste that a router generates is
to fit the tool with a dust collection accessory connected to a shop vacuum. The
clear-plastic fitting attaches to the router's base, forming a shroud around the bit
that keeps the lion's share of chips and dust to prevent from being thrown outwards
(Fig. 5). Chips are sucked up into a flexible hose and transported to a shop vacuum,
where they collect until they're safely and conveniently disposed of. Dust collection
works best when used for surface-routing tasks, such as sign making or plunge cut-
ting mortises. An added bonus of using dust collection in the latter application is that
chips are sucked away before they collect in mortises, where they can interfere with
the routing process.

Figure 5
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SETTING UP THE ROUTER

Choosing the right bit
Part of what makes a router one of the most versatile tools in any woodshop is the
extensive array of bits and cutters that are available. lt would seem that selecting the
right router bit for any given task is a simple as choosing the desired profile. But there
are often a number of factors and variables involved when choosino a bit that's best
for the job.

TIP: For the smoothest, chatter-free cufs, use 1/2 in.-shank bits whenever possible.

Straight bits

Useful for a multitude of woodworking duties, from plowing grooves to creating
recesses for inlays to cutting mortises and other joints, straight bits are highly versa-
tile. In addition to choosing the right diameter bit to suit the task, you'll also want to
choose a straight bit with the right style (Fig 6): Single-flute bits cut material quickly,

but often leave a rough-cut surface; Twin-flute bits cut more cleanly, especially when
the cutting edges are skewed; Spirally fluted bits don't cut as fast, but are the clean-
est cutting of all straight bits and are best for inlay and other delicate work where
routed edges need to be really clean and tearout-free.

Piloted bits

When you need to quickly shape the edge of a box, shelf, or cabinet carcase, a
piloted bit is the right choice. Guided by a small ball bearing riding on the edge of
the workpiece, piloted bjts come in dozens and dozens of profiles, from basic
roundovers, rabbets, coves and bevels, to shapely and decorative beads, ogees
and raised panels (Fig 7). Most piloted router bits are "end-piloted," with a bearing
that's screwed to a stud on the end of the bit, but there are also "shank piloted" bits,
that have a bearing on their shank secured with a locking collar.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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You can expand the range of shapes a bit's capable of cutting by simply changing
to a pilot bearing with a different outside diameter (O.D.). For example, by fitting a

simple roundover bit with a smaller O.D. bearing and lowering it's cutting height, you
can rout a decorative beaded profile on an edge. And changing a rabbetting bit's
pilot bearing and setting it's height are the basic means by which you change the
dimensions of the stepped lip that this bit cuts (useful for recessing the back on a
cabinet, glass in a picture frame, etc.).

Flush-kim Bit
One of the handiest bits in the shop, a Flush-Trim Bit is basically a straight bit with
the addition of a pilot bearing fitted on the end, below its cutting flutes (Fig B). A
flush-trim bit makes quick work of trimming down one part relative to another, say
to make the edge of a face frame that's been glued to the front edges of a cabinet
carcase. The height of the bit is set so that the bearing rides just betow the glue line,

so that the cutter can trim the slightly overhanging edge of the face frame flush with
the plywood cabinet side. Flush trim bits are also great for cleaning up edges of
countertoo laminate materials. like Formica.

Used in a router table (see p5.27), flush trim bits are extremely useful for trimming
or pattern routing parts to exact shape (see the section on guide bushings, pS. 26).

Pattern routing uses a template, made from MDF or hardboard cut to the exact
shape of the desired part, that is temporarily attached with double-stick tape, small
nails or screws to the workpiece. The flush trim bit's pilot bearing is guided by edge
of the template, thus trimming the workpiece to exact size and shape (Fig 9).

Figure 8

Figure 9
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loinery Bits

ln addition to using basic straight bits for cutting finger joints, mortises and other
simple wood joineries, there are wide variety of specialized router bits and bit sets,
designed specifically for cutting wood joints.

FINGER JOINTS AND DOVETAILS

You can cut strong and decorative finger joints using a router fitied with a straight bit
and guide bushing, as shown (Fig 10). A special joinery template assures that the
cuts are properly spaced, so that the two halves of the joint, say the sides of a box
or drawer, fit together snugly.

Guided by a similar jig, a router fitted with a dovetail bit and guide bushing can cut
dovetail joints (Fig 11), a strong and traditional way of joining the sides of drawers,
blanket chests and cabinet carcases. Dovetail bits come in a variety of sizes, angles
(7',9',14", etc.) and styles, including piloted and unpiloted bits. To get the best
results, choose the particular bit that's designed to work with the dovetail jig you're
using, as recommended in the jig's manual.

Figure 10

Figure 11
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SryLE AND RAIL CUTTERS

lf you're ambitious enough to want to make your own traditional-style cabinet doors,
then you'll need a set of style and rail cutting bits. Used with a router table, these bits
rout a matching "cope and stick" joint on the edges of the door frame members. The
"cope" is routed on the edges of the door styles (the vertical frame sides), while the
matching "stick" is routed on the ends of each rail (the horizontal top and bottom
door frame members) (Fig 12). In addition to creating the corner joints that are glued
together to form the door frame, most style and rail bit sets also create a groove
around the inner edges of the frame, designed to hold either a plywood or raised-
edged central door panel. Besides a sturdy routertable, you need a heavy-duty router
that accepts '1l2 in. shank bits to run style and rail bits. Also, can be complicated to
set the bits before use, so it's best to read through the particular instructions that
come with a bit set before buying it, just to make sure you're up to the challenge.

Specialty Bits

The bits so far discussed represent just the tip of the router-bit iceberg. Here are just
a basic assortment to give you an idea of all the various specialty bits that are avail-
able (all are shown in the photo, Fig 13).

KEYHOLE

This bit routs a keyhole-like shape into the back of a picture frame or plaque, so you
can hang it a wall. The stepped cut is designed to slide over the head of a pan-head
screw, so it supports the frame or plaque securely.

Figure 12

gp
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Figure 13
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KERF CUTTER

Like a saw blade on a short shank, a kerf cutter bits allows you to cut a slot in the
edge of a workpiece. By slotting the inner edge of a frame, you can capture a ply-
wood panel or piece of mirror or glass. The cutters come in various sizes, for cutting
different sized slots, ranging from 1/16 in. to 1/4 in. or more. You can even use a 5/32
in. wide kerf cutter to cut slots for plate loinery biscuits-a powerful way of joining
wood parts to build boxes, cabinets, and more.

DRAWER PULL

This ogee-like bit cuts a profile on an edge that forms a comfortable-to-grab pull,

useful for all-wood drawer fronts and doors.

VEINING AND VEE BITS

With their sharply pointed ends, veining and vee bits are useful for routing custom
signs, or for creating sharp details in moldings and parts.

Taking Care Of Router Bits

High quality carbide-tipped router bits don't exactly grow on trees, so it pays to take
care of them in order to get the best life and cutting performance from them. First
and foremost, take care not to drop bits (especially not onto concrete floors!) or leave
them loose in a drawer or toolbox, where they can bump against each other. Doing
so is likely to result in chips in their brittle carbide cutting edges.

To prevent rust from degrading bit shanks, do not store bits in damp locations. You
can prevent-or at least reduce-rust by wiping or spraying router bits with a rust
preventative, such as Bullfrog "Rust Blocker." To remove a light coating of rust on a
shank, put a little light oil (such as WD-40) on a piece of fine steel wool or Scotch-
Brite, and lightly rub the rust away (Fig 14).

Figure 14
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ROUTER SETUP

Changing Router Bits

Installing or removing a bit from a router isn't difficult, but there are a few points of
good practice that you should follow for best results. First and foremost, unplug the
router and set the cord on the bench, to remind you to plug it in after your bit change
is complete. Check that the bit you want to use fits the router's collet: Craftsman
routers come with collets for both 1/4 in. and 1/2 in. diameter- shank bits. lf the bit
doesn't fit, simply unscrew the collet and screw in the correct one. Before installing
a new bit, check to make sure it's shank is clean and free from rust or deformation
(see care of bits section, pS. 10). Push the bit's shank all the way down into the collet,
then pull it out slightly before tightening (the end of the shank should not bottom out
in the collet, nor should the bit itself contact the top surface of the collet). Now set
the router upside down on a table or benchtop and depress the router's spindle lock
(Fig 15) while turning the collei by hand until the lock engages. Use the wrench that
came with your router to tighten the collet nut (remember: righty tighty, lefty loosey)
until it's moderately tight (Fig 16). Applying gorilla-like force on the wrench will just
make it harder to remove the bit later.

Figure 15

Figure 16
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To remove a bit, engage the spindle lock, loosen the collet nut with the wrench, give
it a turn or two by hand (until it feels like it's tightening again), then use the wrench
again to loosen it fully. This two-stage loosening is necessary because the collets
have a special "self extracting" design that prevents bit shanks from getting stuck.
lf you accidentally over tighten a collet and end up with a stuck bit, lay the router on
the benchtop, so that you'll have better leverage to turn the wrench without rotating
the router (Fig 17).

Setting Depth Of Cut
Correctly setting the amount that the router bit protrudes below the router's subbase
is crucial in achieving a cutting depth that's correct and accurate. How you go about
setting cutting depth will vary, depending on the bit and kind of cut you're going to
take. With straight, bull nose, veining, core box bits, and other non-piloted bits, cut-
ting depth is set by lowering the bit below the subbase. lf the bit sticks down 1/2 in.
below the subbase, the cutting depth will be 1/2 in. The easiest way to quickly and
accurately adjust the cutting depth of these bits is to first "zero" them in the router.

"Zeroing" is the process of setting a router bit so that the very end of the bit is
perfectly flush with the bottom of the router. This is easy on a Craftsman router.
First, make sure the router is unplugged-NEVER MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENTS
WITH THE TOOL PLUGGED lN!-and chuck your non-piloted bit into the router.
How you proceed from here depends on whether you're using a fixed base (or
D-handle) model or a plunge model router.

Figure 17
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After setting your Craftsman fixed-base router upside down on a benchtop and
unlock the depth locking lever. Now push the lock release button (opposite the lever)
and raise or lower the motor housing so that the end of the bit is as close to the
bottom of the subbase as possible, without sticking down below it. Flip the router
over onto the benchtop and slowly turn the depth micro-adjusting knob clockwise
until the bit just barely touches the surface (Fig 18). The bit is now zeroed and ready
for precise depth adjustment. Set the depth scale ring fiust below the adjusting knob)
so that zero mark lines up with the pointer on the router base. Now turn the router
upside down and rotate the knob while observing the scale; one turn equals 1/B in.
of adjustment, so you'll need to count the number of rotations as you turn the know
until the bit reaches the desired depth of cut (Fig 19). For example, if you're setting
a straight bit to plow a 7 /16-in. deep groove, you'll turn the adjustment knob 3-112

rotations.

Once cutting depth is set, take a test cut on a piece of scrap wood to check your
depth setting. By measuring the test cut with a ruler and fine-tuning the depth
adjustment with the micro-adjuster as necessary, you'll a precise cut on your good
workoieces.

Figure t8

Figure 19
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Alternatively, when using extra-long biis, or setting cutting depths greater than
1/2-3/4 in., you may find it easier to set the bit to an approximate cutting depth, then
use a ruler and the micro-adjuster knob to fine-tune the bit's final depth setting.

To set bit depth with a Craftsman plunge router, set the tool base-down on a flat
surface, pull the plunge locking lever and carefully lower the bit until it just touches
the surface (Fig 21). Engage the locking lever, and you're ready to set the cutting
depth, using the router's stop rod, cursor, scale and turret. First, rotate the turret so
that its lowest siep is directly under the stop rod (Fig 22). Loosen the stop rod locking
knob and then press the rod down until it's bottom end contacts the turret (Fig 23).
Make sure that the plastic cursor that slides on the rod points to zero on the router's
depth scale. Now unlock the stop rod, slide the rod up until the cursor points to the
desired depth of cut on the scale, then re-tighten the rod's locking knob (Fig 24).
Finally, take a test cut on a scrap, check the cut with a ruler, and adjust the fine-
adlustment knob on the end of the stop rod as necessary to make the cut slightly
deeper or shallower (Fig 25).

Figure 20

Figure 21 Figure 22 Figure 23 Figure 24 Figure 25
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When making deep cuts with a plunge router, say routing out 1ll2-in.-deep mortises
for mortise and tenon joints on a frame, it's best to take your cut in several stages,
plunging the bit a little deeper each time. The plunge router's depth stop turret makes
this process a breeze: After setting the bit's final depth of cut (as described in the
paragraph above), rotate the turret so that the depth rod hits one of the higher steps
on the turret (see Fig 22 on previous page). The goal is to limit your first plunge cut to
no more than 1/B-3/1 6 in. deep (in hardwoods) or 1/4-3/8 in. deep (for softwoods).
After the first routing pass, rotate the turret counter-clockwise to the next-lower step,
and take another, slightly deeper cut. Repeat the process until you've reached the
lowest step on the turret, and the bit is cutting at it's final depth.

Setting Depth Of Cut For Other Knds Of Bits
Piloted router bits used for shaping edges, such as rabbetting, roundover, and ogee
bits, require a different depth setting procedure than the "zeroing" procedure,
described above. Depending on the bit's profile and the type of cut you wish to take,
there are different of accurately setting the bit's cutting depth. For example, round-
over, ogee and other bits have a shoulder that is typically set flush with the top edge
of the workpiece. To set their cutting depth, set the router upside down on the bench
(unplugged, of course!) and set the outer shoulder of the bit s cutting edge flush with
the bottom of the subbase. To make it easier to tell when the shoulder is flush, set a
ruler across the opening in the subbase, and slowly raise the bit until the outer-most
portion of the roundover's cutting edge just touches the ruler (Fig 26).

Setting the cutting depth of other bits often requires a bit of careful measuring,
depending on which part of the bit is the reference point for cutting depth. For
example, when setting up a cove bit's cut, use a ruler to measure from the router's
subbase to the part of the cutter that's adjacent to the pilot bearing (Fig 27) As
always, it's best to take a test cut to check your settings before routing good stock.

Figure 26

Figure 27
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Variable Speed Settings And Feed Rates

Selecting the best variable speed setting on a router (Fig 28) for a particular routing
task is like choosing the best wine to go with a particular entr6e: There are many
variables, and a certain amount of subjective decision making involved.

Generally speaking, higher router speeds are better when running smaller-diameter
bits, while slower speeds are best for big bits. lf you run a small bit too slowly, and
it'll burn and might not cut cleanly. Running a large-diameter bit, say a 3 in. diameter
panel raising bit, too fast is likely to cause vibration and overly aggressive cutting (it's
just plain dangerous). The char below shows some basic recommendations for router
speed as per the diameter of the bit that's in use.

Variable Speed Settings

Up to 1' (25mm) Maximum Speed

1-1/4' - 2' (30-50mm) 1 8,000 FPM

2-1 /4' - 21/2' (55-65mm) 16.000 RPM

3' - 3-1/2'(75-90mm) 1 2,000 FPM

Reduce RPM slightly for extra long (7 " +) or extra heavy bits.

But there are other factors to consider when choosing just the right router RPM,
including the speed with which the cut is taken (the rate of feed) and the type and
density of the wood being cut. Excessive wood tearout and splintering, say when
shaping an edge, is likely to be a sign of too fast a feed rale and/or too high an

RPM. Scorching and burning signal that the feed rate may be too slow or that the
RPM is too fast (Fig 29). Grain orientation also makes a difference: You're probably
want to use a slower speed and feed rate when routing across the grain than with
it. Ultimately, it's best to take a trial cut on a scrap of the same kind of wood you're
planing to use on your project, varying both the feed rate and RPM as necessary to
get the cleanest cut.

Figure 28

Figure 29
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BASIC ROUTING PROCEEDURES

Seanring The Workpiece

Once your router bit is mounted and it's depth is set, you're almost ready to put
carbide (or steel) to wood. But first, you'll need to make sure that the part you're
routing is securely held on the benchtop or worktable. Extra large panels and big
assemblies, like cabinets and doors, often don't need anything more than the force
of gravity to keep them put. Smaller parts, however, do need clamping down. A
simple pair of clamps (C-clamps, adjustable clamps, etc.) will usually do the trick.
Just make sure to locate them so that they won't interfere with the router as you
take your cut. lf the piece is too narrow to clamp without blocking the router's cutting
progress, you might have to rout one section of the part, then stop, move your
clamp(s), and finish routing (Fig 30).

lf you're working on a particularly long workpiece, say a long bookcase shelf, take
care that you don't run out of power cord when you get to the far end of your cut.
Plug the router into an extension cord if necessary.

TIP: lnstead of trying to shape the edge of a narrow molding and trim strip, route the edge
of a wider piece of stock, then cut off the molding or trim to its final width (Fig 31).

Figure 30

Figure 31
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EDGE ROUTING

Edge routing is one of the easiest, and most satisfying jobs you can do with a router.
It doesn't take much eflort to get nearly perfect results, and a clean, decorative edge
on the parts of your project-a shelf, wall plaque, wheels for a toy car, etc (Fig 32).
The easiest way to shape both straight and curved edges is with a piloted router bit.
The bit's ball bearing pilot rides along the edge of the stock to control the depth of
the cut profile as you move the router along the length of the part. (An alternative way
to shape pafts with only straight edges r.s fo use non-piloted bits and an edge guide
fitted on the router, as described on pg. 21).

In most cases, edge routing is done by working from your left to your right (looking as
you face the workpiece). To prevent the router bit from grabbing and splintering the
wood as you start the cut on a long piece (a shelf, chair leg, etc.), it's best to pivot the
router into the edge about .1 in.-2 in. from the end (Fig 33), then rout backwards (right
to left) to finish the section at the end before proceeding with the rest of the edge cut
in the usual left-to-right direction. During pivoting, it's helpful to set your forearms on
the workpiece, lock your wrists while maintaining a firm grip on the router. Keep the
router moving at an even speed (experience will tell you just how fast to go) and
press the router lightly towards the workpiece as you rout, so the bearing stays in
firm contact with the part's edge. Just don't press too hard on soft woods (pine,
butternut, etc.), otherwise the bearing may leave a mark.

Figure 32

Figure 33
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lf you're routing wood that's prone to splintering and tearing of the grain (resulting in
afuzzy finished cut), you'll get best results by edge routing in two passes: The first or
"rough cut" pass is taken with the bit set 1/32 in. to 1/16 in. shy of the final cutting
depth. This pass removes the bulk of the wood, allowing the second light pass to
clean it up (Fig 3 ).

Tip: Before you start a cut, make sure the router's cord is long enough and clear of the
workpiece and benchtop, so it won't hang up in mid cut.

Figure 34
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FREE.HAND ROUTING

Free-hand routing is great for creatinE all kinds of expressive designs into the surface
of a workpiece. Unlike other routing processes that require piloted bits or other
guides, your hands are the only thing that controls the direction of the router's cut.
Freehand routing is great for routing numbers or letters on a street sign for your
house (Fig 35), or for rendering line drawings and other artwork onto a wood plaque
or panel. Depending on your design, you can freehand rout using any diameter
straight bit, bull nose or core box bit, veining or vee bit.

Freehand routing is best done with a plunge router, since you can easily start and
stop routing along the lines of your design by plunging or raising the bit. But while the
basic method is easy to perform, routing precisely-shaped letters or intricate shapes
takes careful planning and practice. Start by drawing your design on paper, then
either gluing the paper pattern to the surface of the workpiece, or transferring it to the
wood using carbon paper (the latter is better for intricate designs, as the router tend
to shred paper patterns as you work).

Before routing, set the router's depth stop so that the bit will cut at the final desired
depth (no deeper than about 1/4 in.-3/8 in.) With the workpiece clamped down
firmly, switch the router on, align the bit with your design by eyeball, then plunge the
bit down into the wood. Try to keep the router moving along slowly as you trace
along the lines of your design; staying in one place tends to leave unsightly marks at
the bottom of the cut. Turn the router's speed down as necessary to prevent the bit
from scorching the wood. When you're done routing a section, simply raise the bit
and move on to the next section.

Figure 35
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ROUTING WITH AN EDGE GUIDE

An edge guide is an accessory that allows you to rout a straight groove or other
shape parallel to the edge of your workpiece without the need for a piloted bit.
Mounted to the router's base via a pair of metal rods, an edge guides has a fence-like
shoe that guides the cut by riding against the edge or end of a panel, board or other
straight-edged workpiece. Typical uses for edge guides include routing grooves or
inlay recesses on door panels and table or desk tops, cutting slots or mortises, for
joinery, etc. When used with a plunge router, an edge guide can also rout stopped
grooves and shapes, as described on pg.24. Because an edge guides rod's are
limited in length, it's best when you need to rout no more than about 10 in. from the
edge of the workpiece.

You mount the edge guide by sliding its rods through holes in the router's base
designed specifically for the guide, and secure it with a pair of small locking knobs
(Fig 36). To change the position of the router bit relative to the edge of the workpiece,
you slide the guide's rods in or out of the router's base (Fig 37). In addition to grooves
(cuts routed with the wood grain) and dados (cuts across the wood grain), edge
guides are also handy for decorative work: Install a bull nose, vee or ovolo bit in the
router to create reeds, flutes and other surface details that can spruce up the look of
any project (Fig 38, next page).

Figure 36

Figure 37
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The edge guide has a recessed area in the center of the fence (Fig. 39), which is
useful when taking cuts directly at the edge of a workpiece. This allows you to shape
functional or decorative profiles on the edge of workpieces using non-piloted bits.
For example, you can use this procedure to a rabbet (a stepped edge) with a regular
straight bit).

Tip: Need to rout a groove that's just a little wider than the router bit you have on hand? Use
the edge guide to rout a too-narrow groove, then carefully adjust the guide so that the next
pass wrdens the groove by the exact amount that's needed.

Figure 38

Figure 39
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ROUTING CIRCLES

You can also use an edge guide to rout arcs and decorative circular designs into the
surface of a panel. The process uses one of the holes in the base of the edge guide
as a pivot point. Start by installing the edge guide upside down (relative to it's normal
position) in a plunge router. Set the router upside down on a benchtop, place a small
screw (or nail) into the pivot hole and temporarily tape it in place. Set the distance
between the /screw and bit by adjusting the edge guide, using a ruler to check the
distance (Fig a0). Lock the edge guide in place, flip everything over and drive the
screw into a center-marked pilot hole drilled your workpiece. With the workpiece
clamped to your benchtop, switch the router on, and plunge it into the wood gradu-
ally, as you rotate the router around the pivot point (Fig 41).

Figure 40

Figure 41
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FENCES AND STOP CUTS

Fences And Stopped Cuts

When you need to rout across the middle of a board or panel that's too wide for an
edge guide, it's time to use a fence. A fence is basically any straight- edged object
(a board, a carpenter's level, yardstick, etc.) that's clamped atop the workpiece and
used to guide the router. You keep the router's subbase pressed against the fence
as you slide the router along to take the cut (Fig 42). A fence can be clamped any-
where across the workpiece, even at an angle relative to the edge, and can be made
as rong as necessary.

Often, the cut you'll take when using a fence will go all the way across the length or
width of the workpiece. For example, say you're going to rout a series oJ dados
(grooves running across the grain) across two sides of a spice rack. First, clamp your
fence to the work, making sure that it overhangs on both edges by a few inches. Now
set the router against the fence so that the bit is clear of the wood, switch on the
router and start your cut, routing from left to right (facing the fence). Guide the router
along the fence, and keep going until the bit has cleared the workpiece at the far end
of the fence. You could also use this same setup and procedure to rout a shallow
recess for line inlay down the center of atray or tabletop.

Any groove, dado or other cut that doesn't extend all the way across a workpiece is
called a "stopped cut." These are more difficult to do, because the spinning router bit
must be lowered into the surface of the wood to begin the cut, then raised out of the
wood at the end of the cut. Fortunately, the plunge router was created specifically for
this kind of work. Once the router is correctly aligned to the fence and switched on,
the bit is lowered into the workpiece (it's depth of cut set as described on pg. 14).
The router is slid along the fence from left to right, as before. After the end of the cut
is reached, the bit is "un-plunged" (raised) until it clears the work surface, and the
router is switched off. You can "eyeball" the position of the bit relative to marks on
the workpiece, but for stopped cuts that end precisely, clamp a stop block to your
fence or workpiece (Fig a3). The block should be positioned so that the bit lines up
with the stop mark when the router's base hits the stop.

Figure 42

Figure 43
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Although a plunge router is best for stopped cuts, you can, with some practice and
care, also use a fixed-base router. Using the edge of the fence as a guide, tilt the
router so that it's base contacts the edge of the fence with the bit directly over the
spot where the cut will start (Fig aq. switch the router on, and carefully lower the bit
into the work until the base is flat on the surface. once you're reached the end of the
cut, carefully tilt the router up, taking care to keep its base in firm contact with the
fence, until the bit has cleared the work surface.

Figure 44
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GUIDE BUSHINGS

Guide Bushings

Edge guides and fences are great for all krnds of straight cuts. But what if you want
to rout accurate shapes that are curved or irregularly shaped? Guide bushings are
designed to work with a router precisely for this kind of work. A guide bushing is
basically a little disc that attaches to the subbase of a fixed-base or plunge router.
The disc has a hollow cylinder that protrudes below the subbase, concentric with
collet and bit. The router bit fits through the hollow bushing (Fig 45). The bushing is
designed to ride on the edge of a joinery jig, pattern template, or other jig, thus guiding
and controlling the shape that the router bit cuts. Of course, the router bit's diameter
must be less than the inside diameter of the bushing, but bushings come in a number
of different sizes, to accommodate different sized bits. The photo (Fig 46) shows how
a guide bushing and dovetail bit in the router are used in conjunction with a joinery

lig to accurately cut dovetails used to build a sturdy box or drawer.

Guide bushings are also terrific for shaping identical parts with a minimum of effort.
The process, known as "pattern routing" uses a template, made from MDF or hard-
board cut to the exact shape of the desired part, that is temporarily attached to the
top of the workpiece with double-stick tape, small nails or screws. The guide bushing
follows along the edge of the template while the router bit trims the wood part to
exact size and shape.

Figure 45

Figure 46
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ROUTING WITH A ROUTER TABLE

lf you've only used a router freehand, you're missing out on half of the versatility-
and half the fun-of using this dynamic power tool. Mounting a router into a router
table transforms an otherwise portable device into a stationary "mini shaper" that's
capable of doing some impressive work. Not only can you use all your regular bits in
a router table, but also bits and cutters too large to safely use freehand (for example,
see the style and rail cutters, (Fig a7).

The Craftsman router table, shown (Fig 48) features a sturdy work table and cabinet
that encloses the router. The center portion of the table has a removable plate that's
flush with the top. The router is mounted to this plate, upside down with screws
through mounting holes. You can use plunge routers with a router table, but fixed
base models are easier to adjust (a plunge router's springs work against you when
the tool is upside down in the router table).

Figure 47

Figure 48
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The router bit sticks up through a hole in the center of the mounting plate. There are
several donut-like inserts that snap in place (Fig 49), each with a different-size center
hole. to provide the best support for the workpiece and prevent it from hanging during
routing, choose the insert with the smallest hole that the bit fits through.

Using a router in a router table is much like using it {reehand, but with a significant
difference: The router remains stationary while the workpiece is pushed past the spin-
ning bit. Since the router is upside down, the work is fed from right to left (Fig 50).

ir
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Figure 49

Figure 50
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You can use regular piloted router bits freehand, for shaping decorative edges or to
pattern rout parts using a template (Fig 51). When routing this way, take care to keep
your hands well clear of the bit at all times.

You can also use non-piloted bits by guiding the work with the router table's fence.
By using a fence (and push sticks; see below), you can rout pieces of molding or trim
that are too small or narrow to shaoe freehand. The fence attaches to the table too
and easily adjusts to limit the amount of the bit's profile that takes a cut (it's horizon-
tal cutting depth). You adjust the fence by loosening the screws that attach it to the
table and tapping it in or out, then locking it in place. A pair of wood fence faces slide
in and out on either side of the bit. For cleaner, safer cuts, always set these fences
close to the router bit without touching it (Fig 52).

Figure 51

Figure 52
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For safety sake when using the fence, always install ihe clear-plastic guard. Set the
guard so that it's directly above the bit and high enough to just clear the workpiece
(Fig 53).

Whether you rout with piloted bits or a fence, here's the process for taking a cut:
First, set the bit's vertical depth of cut (the amount that the bit protrudes above the
table) as you would for freehand routing. Adjust the fence (if necessary) and make
sure the workpiece and your hands are clear of the bit before switching the router
on. Just as with freehand routing, Jeed the work slowly and carefully into the whirring
bit, and feed it at a steady, even pace as you take the cut. To work safely and keep
vulnerable fingers well away from danger, use a push stick to feed the stock past the
bit whenever possible. When routing thin or narrow workpieces, clamp a feather
board to the router table to press the stock against the fence (Fig 54).

TIP: To shape the ends of long, narrow parts, on a router table, use a rectangular piece of
plywood to keep at a 90 degree angle as you push along the fence, past the bit. Figure 53

Figure 54
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